FABRICATION CAN PROCEED ACCORDING TO THE SPECIFICATION SHOWN EXCEPT AS NOTED.

ELECTRICAL OPTIONS

- 460v - 3ph
- 230v/208v - 3ph
- 230v - 1ph
- 480v OPEN DELTA, UNGROUNDED ($)

STANDARD FEATURES

- Door Column and Head Console Powder Coated RYTEC Silvair
- Intelligent Light Curtain System in Door Line to 4' above Finished Floor
- SMARTSURROUND Advanced Detection and Alert System
- Variable Door Opening Speed, up to 80/sec.
- Programmable Upper and Lower Limits
- NEMA 4X System 4 Control Box (0.75x16.5"
- Brake Release Lever on Side Column

UPGRADE OPTIONS

- Side Column
- Remote Mount ($)
- Both ($)
- Slant Hood (Includes Front/Bottom Covers) ($)
- Flat Hood (Includes Front/Bottom Covers) ($)
- Front and Bottom Head Covers Only ($)
- Right Hand Drive
- Rotary Disconnect ($)
- BTM4 (BLUETOOTH ACCESS TERMINAL) ($)
- Side Column Mountable LH/RH (None-Remote)
- BTM4 Night Switch
- Full Height Active Reversing Edge Sensor ($)

PANEL OPTIONS

- Insulated Solid Slats ($)
- Windows ($)
- Vents ($)
- Vision Height 33" ($)
- Vision Height 39" ($)
- Vision Height 51" ($)

Option Notes

- Up to Four (4) Vision/Vent Slats per Group with at least one (1) Solid Slat Separating Groups.
- Or up to Seven (7) Vision/Vent Slats per Group with at least two (2) Solid Slats Separating Groups.

ACTIVATION OPTIONS ($)

- Pushbutton
- Dual Loop Controller
- Pull Cord
- Radio Control Receiver (Includes Min. 2 XMT)
- Presence Detector
- Motion Detector
- Motion/Presence
- 1 BTN Transmitter
- 2 BTN Transmitter
- 4 BTN Transmitter

FINAL APPROVAL SIGNATURE

Fabrication can proceed according to the specification shown except as noted.

RYTEC CORPORATION
ONE CEDAR PARKWAY, JACKSON, WI 53037-0403

APPROVAL DRAWING
SPIRAL MODEL SST-L/R
FOR DOOR WIDTH UP TO 13'-1", HEIGHT UP TO 13'-1"
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